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Make a Primitive Bow &  Arrows

Plains Indian Arrow Trade Points:
Replica arrow trade points for making your own arrows. Two styles 

are available, a large buffalo point, or smaller warrior point. Order 
several 5/16” diameter ramrods for shafts. Refer to “Making Arrows 
the Old Way” for instructions. 
#Arrow-PT-F Hunting point, each only $ 3.29
#Arrow-PT-B Buffalo point, each only $ 3.29
#Arrow-PT-C Commache point, each only $ 3.29

The Art of Making Primitive Bows and Arrows .. #Book-AOMPBA
by D.C. Waldorf 

D.C. Waldorf explains several related topics in detail. The text  covers 
tools and woods for bow making, a simple self bow, bow  designs, sinew 
backing, making a bow string, making  arrows and quivers. Valerie 
Waldorf’s many photographs and plan drawings  illustrate the book, 
and make the projects easy.

This is a “how to” book for the flint knapper who wants to make 
 traditional primitive arrows. Soft bound with 52 pages in 8-1/2 x 11” 
format, with a source list for  products used.  
#Book-AOMPBA Making Primitive Bows & Arrows only $14.99

Making Indian Bows and Arrows, the Old Way
by Doug Wallentine ..................................................... #Book-MIBA

Full text on acquiring tools and woods, designing the bow to fit your 
purposes, how to cut the wood and shape it to your design, bringing 
the bow to a perfect arc. Dozens of ideas and photos for finishing the 
bow, with photos and instructions for applying a  snakeskin back, mak-
ing quivers and cases with hides and beads. Soft bound, 98 pages, 
150  illustrations, 8-1/2 x 11” format.  
#Book-MIBA Making Bows & Arrows only $11.99

Making Arrows the Old Way
by Doug Wallentine ...................................................#Book-MAOW

Written for the beginning craftsman, Doug explains everything 
you need to know to make attractive and functional  Native American 
 arrows. While primitive methods are stressed,  modern techniques are 
also explained. The book explores in detail  everything from selecting 
woods to finishing arrows. Soft bound, 28 pages, 30 illustrations, 
5-1/2 x 8-1/2” format. 
#Book-MAOW Making Arrows the Old Way only $ 4.99

Metal Weapons, Tools & Ornaments of the Teton Dakota Indians
by James Hansen .....................................................#Book-MWTO

Intended as both a guide to the identification of typical Teton metal 
objects and when and how they were used, and a study in the transition 
of the Teton Sioux Indians from a stone age people in the eighteenth 
century to a nation almost totally dependent by 1880 on white man’s 
goods obtained from traders and through other  channels.

Soft bound, 118 pages, nearly 200 illustrations.  
#Book-MWTO Metal Weapons & Tools only $22.50 #Arrow-PT-C

Commache point,
aged steel,

$3.29

#Arrow-PT-B
Buffalo point,
aged steel,

$3.29

Primitive Tools & Weapons

#Arrow-PT-F
Hunting point,

aged steel,
$3.29

Prices are subject to change without notice,
 we ship at current prices.

Artificial Sinew, 
waxed nylon, 

(Not shown to scale)

Artificial Sinew, waxed flat lacing:
Our waxed nylon artificial sinew strongly resembles the real thing, 

and is ideal for primitive sewing jobs that require high strength, where 
a failed thread would spell trouble. Use it for sewing leather or cloth. It 
may be split, by hand, simply by separating the flat sinew into thirds, for 
fine work requiring thinner threads. Approximately 1000 ft.
#Sinew-B waxed nylon sinew, 60 yard bobbin, thin  only $  1.79
#Sinew waxed nylon sinew, 1/2 pound spool, thick  only $11.99
#Sinew-T waxed nylon sinew, 1/2 pound spool, thin  only $12.99

Artifical Sinew

Arrow Trade Points

Telephone hours are 
9:00 am to 5:00 pm CST
Monday through Friday

We are closed Saturdays and Sundays
763-633-2500
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